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Superlinear equations, potential theoryand weighted norm inequalitiesIgor E. Verbitsky0 IntroductionWe give a survey of some recent results on the solvability of certain super-linear di�erential and integral equations with minimal restrictions on theregularity of the coe�cients and data, and related weighted norm inequal-ities. Our approach is based on harmonic analysis and functional analysismethods. We de�ne function spaces intrinsically connected with the nonlin-ear problems, and use discrete models for operators involved. Our charac-terizations are not only su�cient but also necessary. A crucial role is playedby the corresponding weighted norm inequalities, with a careful analysis ofthe embedding constants.Note that we avoid using more sophisticated techniques of weightednorm inequalities and nonlinear potential theory which are not applicabledirectly to the solvability problems studied in this paper. However, manynotions and ideas developed in that framework are used here, sometimesin a modi�ed form. Moreover, our methods related to nonlinear equationslead naturally to new characterizations and simpler proofs for some clas-sical multidimensional integral inequalities which involve Riesz potentials,Green's potentials, and other integral operators.In Section 1 we discuss joint work with N. J. Kalton [KV] on the existenceof positive solutions for superlinear integral equations of the typeu = T (uq) + f; u � 0; (0.1)where 1 < q < 1, f � 0, and T is a linear integral operator with positivekernel K(x; y), Tf(x) = Z
K(x; y) f(y) d�(y); x 2 
;Partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9705757.



224 Igor E. Verbitskyon a measure space (
; �). The main tool in our study of (0.1) is its con-nection with weighted norm inequalities of the typejjT �hjjLp(d!) � C jjhjjLp(d�);for all h 2 Lp(d�), where T � is a formal adjoint operator, 1=p+1=q = 1, andd! = fq d�. Most of our results can be proved for arbitrary inhomogeneousterms f � 0, measures �, and integral operators T under the assumptionthat �(x; y) = 1=K(x; y) is equivalent to a quasi-metric on 
.We consider a number of examples which can be reduced to (0.1) startingfrom the following one-dimensional equation of Riccati type on the half-line R+ : y0(x) = v(x) yq(x) + w(x); y(x) � 0; y(0) = 0; (0.2)with arbitrary nonnegative coe�cients v and data w. Many di�erent charac-terizations of the solvability for this equation are known, as well as its con-nection to the Schr�odinger equation and Hardy's inequality with weights.(See e.g. [Har], [To], [Mu], [KuT], [G], [Im].)However, our primary motivation is to develop methods applicable tomultidimensional problems and higher order di�erential operators, includingthe so-called q-Schr�odinger equation [KV]��u = � uq + !; u � 0; (0.3)or the multidimensional Riccati equation [HMV]��u = � jrujq + !; (0.4)where � and ! are arbitrary nonnegative measurable functions (or mea-sures). (See also [L], [AP], [BCa], [Ba], [BaP] for related results and alter-native methods.)More general di�erential equations with uniformly elliptic second orderoperators in place of the Laplacian, as well as higher order equations andequations with nonlocal operators can be attacked using a similar approach.In particular, we give a criterion for the solvability of the following integralequation with Riesz potentials I� = (��)��=2, 0 < � < n:u(x) = ZRn [u(y)]qjx� yjn�� d�(y) + f(x); x 2 Rn : (0.5)This completes some earlier results of [VW1].



Superlinear equations, potential theory 225In Sec. 2 we give a detailed proof of our main results on the solvability ofequation (0.1) for the integral operator T on (Rn ; �) whose kernel is de�nedby K(x; y) = XQ2D cQ �Q(x)�Q(y): (0.6)Here cQ is an arbitrary �xed sequence of nonnegative numbers, and D isthe family of all dyadic cubes on Rn . This dyadic model makes it possibleto demonstrate in a clear way the main ideas of a more general constructionpresented in [KV], where the geometry associated with the quasi-metric� = 1=K was extensively exploited. (Note that for the kernel de�ned by(0.6) the corresponding quasi-metric balls are dyadic cubes.)We observe that dyadic operators of this type have been used previouslyin the literature. In particular, some of our arguments resemble the originalproof of Th. Wol�'s inequality, which plays an important role in potentialtheory. (See [HW], [AH], and also Sec. 4 of the present paper.) Similar dyadicmodels were also applied to a number of linear problems, e.g., in the the-ory of Triebel-Lizorkin spaces [FrJ], [V2], weighted norm inequalities [FSt],[S2], [V1], [VW2], Schr�odinger equations and Toeplitz operators [Ro], Haarmultipliers [NTV], etc. They are easier to investigate, and serve as a goodapproximation for more di�cult problems of harmonic analysis, potentialtheory, and PDEs. Moreover, some concrete kernels which appear in appli-cations can be reduced directly to (0.6). For instance, letting cQ = jQj�=n�1we can characterize the solvability of the corresponding equation with Rieszpotentials (0.5).In Sec. 3 we are concerned with the solvability of the multidimensionalRiccati equation ��u = jrujq + !;where q > 1, and ! is a nonnegative measurable function (or measure)on 
. This equation is of a special interest because of its connection to theSchr�odinger equation �u+ !u = 0 in the case q = 2. We also give criteriaof solvability for more general semilinear equations of the type ��u =f(x; u;ru)+! where f(x; u;ru) � a jrujq1 + b jujq2 (q1 > 1; q2 > 1). Thiswork is joint with K. Hansson and V. Maz'ya [HMV].In Sec. 4 we discuss characterizations of the embedding of the Sobolevspace W l;p into Lq(!), for an arbitrary measure !, in the di�cult \uppertriangle case" q < p. These results are joint with C. Cascante and J. Ortega[COV].



226 Igor E. Verbitsky1 Superlinear equations and weighted potentialtheoryLet (
; �) be a measure space with �-�nite measure � and let L0(�) be thespace of (equivalence classes of) Borel functions on 
. By L0+(�) we denotethe cone of nonnegative functions in L0(�). In this section we are concernedwith superlinear inhomogeneous equations of the typeu = T (uq) + f; u 2 L0+(�); (1.1)where 1 < q <1, f 2 L0+(�), and T is a linear integral operator on L0(�)de�ned by Tf(x) = Z
K(x; y) f(y) d�(y); x 2 
; (1.2)where K(x; y) is a positive kernel function on 
 �
. (More general theoryfor arbitrary positive operators T which preserve L0+(�) is developed in[KV].) Let us denote by S = Sq;K the set of all f � 0 such that (1.1) hasa solution u 2 L0+(�). We also de�ne the space Z = Zq;K which consists ofall f 2 L0(�) such that the equationu = T (uq) + "jf j; u 2 L0+(�); (1.3)has a solution for some " > 0, i.e., "jf j 2 S. Under certain mild restrictionson K it can be shown that Z is a Banach space with norm de�ned byjjf jjZ = inf f� > 0 : ��1jf j 2 Sg: (1.4)Thus S consists of f � 0 lying in the unit ball of Z .It is convenient to introduce a nonlinear operatorA associated with (1.1)de�ned by Af = T (fq) so that (1.1) may be rewritten as u = Au+ f: Notethe following obvious properties of A:A(�f) = �q Af; [A(f + g)]1=q � (Af)1=q + (Ag)1=q :A crucial role in the study of the solvability problem for (1.1) is played bythe fact that Z turns out to be invariant under A.A predual space to Z can be identi�ed with the Banach space Z 0 of allg 2 L0+(�) such thatjjgjjZ0 = pqp�1 inf �Z
 hp(T �h)p�1 d� : h � jgj� <1;



Superlinear equations, potential theory 227where 1=p+1=q = 1, and T � is a formal adjoint operator with kernelK(y; x).In other words, the following dual reformulation of the solvability prob-lem for equation (1.1) holds, which is essentially due to Baras and Pierre[BaP] (a shorter proof along with some modi�cations can be found in [KV]).Theorem 1. Let 1 < q <1 and let f 2 L0+(�). Then (1.1) has a solutionif and only if Z
 f g d� � 1pqp�1 Z
 gp(T �g)p�1 d�; g � 0:However, in this paper we are interested in more explicit criteria for thesolvability of (1.1). To this end we introduce the corresponding weightednorm inequalities of the typejjT �hjjLp(d!) � C jjhjjLp(d�); h 2 Lp(d�); (1.5)where 1=p + 1=q = 1. More precisely, the existence of a solution to (1.1)can be expressed in terms of the best constants Cn in the weighted norminequalities jjT �hjjLp(fqnd�) � Cn jjhjjLp(d�); h 2 Lp(d�); (1.6)for the iterations fn = Anf , n = 0; 1; 2; : : : . Explicit estimates of theseconstants, based on the techniques discussed in the next section, lead to thefollowing main result which holds for a wide class of \quasi-metric" kernelsK(x; y) ([KV]).We say that K > 0 is a quasi-metric kernel if K is symmetric, i.e.,K(x; y) = K(y; x), and there is a constant � � 1 such that for all x; y; z 2 
it follows 1K(x; y) � � � 1K(x; z) + 1K(z; y)� : (1.7)Under this assumption it is natural to introduce the quasi-metric �(x; y) =1=K(x; y): Note however that we do not assume that K(x; x) = 1 and so�(x; x) > 0 is possible. We can then also de�ne the ball of radius r > 0, i.e.,Br(x) = fy : �(x; y) � rgbut note that this set can be empty. A large class of examples is created bychoosing a metric d on 
 and letting K(x; y) = d(x; y)�� for some � > 0;this kernel de�nes a generalized operator of fractional integration.



228 Igor E. VerbitskyTheorem 2. Let 1 < q < 1 and let f 2 L0+(�). Suppose that T is anintegral operator with positive kernel K.(1) Equation (1.1) has a solution if Tfq(x) <1 d�-a.e. andT (Tf q)q(x) � C Tf q(x) d�-a.e. (1.8)with C = q�qpq(1�q).(2) Conversely, suppose that (1.1) has a solution and that K is a quasi-metric kernel with quasi-metric constant �. Then (1.8) holds with a constantC = C(q; �) which depends only on q and �.Remark 1. Inequality (1.8) can be rewritten asA2f � C Af <1 d�-a.e.; (1.80)where the constant C = q�qpq(1�q) is sharp. The su�ciency of this conditionis not di�cult to verify using simple iterations:un+1 = Aun + f; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;starting from u0 = 0. It follows by induction that if (1.80) holds withC = q�qpq(1�q), thenun � un+1; and f +Af � un � f + pq Af: (1.9)Hence there exists a solution u(x) = limn!1 un(x) such thatf(x) +Af(x) � u(x) � f + pq Af(x): (1.10)The same fact can also be derived from a well-known �xed-point theoremfor lattices which goes back to Garret Birkho� (see [Bi], [KrZ]),Remark 2. A simpler conditionAf � C f <1 d�-a.e.; (1.800)with C = q�1p1�q is obviously su�cient, but generally not necessary forthe solvability of (1.1) even for nice kernels K. However, it turns out to benecessary if the right-hand side f of (1.1) is \smooth enough" as indicatedin the discussion below.In the following theorems we concentrate on operators with quasi-metrickernels K. A number of important equivalent reformulations of (1.8) in



Superlinear equations, potential theory 229geometric terms (via the quasi-metric �(x; y) = 1=K(x; y)), as well as interms of the corresponding capacitary and weighted norm inequalities, arelisted below. Recall that we denote by Br(x) the ball of radius r centeredat x for the quasi-metric �. Since the kernel K(x; y) is now assumed to besymmetric, we no more distinguish between T and T �.Theorem 3. Let 1 < q < 1 and let f 2 L0+(�). Let d! = fq d�. Supposethat T is an integral operator with quasi-metric kernel K. Then the followingstatements are equivalent.(1) f 2 Z, i.e., for some " > 0 there exists a solution u of the equationu = Tuq + "f .(2) The inequality T (Tf q)q(x) � C Tfq(x) <1 d�-a.e.holds, where C is a constant which is independent of x.(3) Both the \in�nitesimal inequality"supa>0 ess supx2
 �Z a0 jBr(x)j�r2 dr�1=q �Z 1a jBr(x)j!r2 dr�1=p <1 (1.11)and the weighted norm inequalityjjTgjjLp(d!) � C jjgjjLp(d�); g 2 Lp(�); (1.12)hold.The weighted norm inequality (1.12) in statement (3) can be replaced by thecorresponding weak-type inequalityjjTgjjLp;1(d!) � C jjgjjLp(d�); (1.13)or by a testing condition of Sawyer typeZB �ZBK(x; y) d!(y)�q d�(x) � C jBj!; (1.14)where B = Br(x) is an arbitrary quasi-metric ball.Remark 3. We call (1.11) the in�nitesimal inequality because of themethod of the proof sketched in the next section. It boils down toL1(�)-estimates of (Anf)1=qn as n ! 1 derived from Lp-estimates of thetype (1.12) with iterated weights d!k = (Anf)q d�.



230 Igor E. VerbitskyRemark 4. Note that any one of the inequalities (1.11), (1.12), (1.13), or(1.14) is generally stronger than the usual two weight Muckenhoupt condi-tion which in this setting can be stated as(jBr(x)j�)1=q (jBr(x)j!)1=p � C r; (1.15)where the constant C is independent of x 2 
 and r > 0. However, gen-erally neither of the inequalities (1.11) and (1.12) implies the other one.It can be shown using the results of [SWZ] that, for quasi-metric kernels,(1.13),(1.14), but our proof of Theorem 3 is independent of this fact.Remark 5. Theorem 3 holds true for kernels which are not necessarilysymmetric. It is enough to assume that (1=K(x; y)) � �(x; y), where � issymmetric and satis�es the quasi-metric inequality �(x; y) � �[�(x; z) +�(y; z)]: (See also [VW2].)The following version of Theorem 3 is important in applications to dif-ferential equations, which in many cases are reduced to integral equationswhose right-hand side f has a special form. Usually f coincides with theGreen potential of the data of the original di�erential equation and is al-ready \smooth enough". To address this situation, we now assume that d!is a given measure on 
, and that f = K!, where K! is the potential of !de�ned by K!(x) = Z
K(x; y) d!(y); x 2 
:In this case we can simplify condition (1.8), which involves second iterationsA2f = T (Tf q)q , by using only �rst iterations Af = Tfq.Theorem 4. Let 1 < q < 1, and let �, ! be arbitrary �-�nite measureson 
. Suppose that T is an integral operator with quasi-metric kernel Kand f = K!. Then the following statements are equivalent.(1) f 2 Z.(2) T (fq)(x) � C f(x) <1 d�-a.e.(3) Both the \in�nitesimal inequality" (1.11) and the weighted norm in-equality (1.12) hold.As in Theorem 3, the weighted norm inequality (1.12) in statement (3)can be replaced by the corresponding weak-type inequality (1.13), or by thetesting condition (1.14).



Superlinear equations, potential theory 231We now discuss connections with capacitary inequalities which charac-terize the problems studied above in geometric terms. Let ! be a �-�nitemeasure on 
. It is easy to see that the weak-type inequality (1.13) isequivalent to the capacitary conditionjEj! � C Cap (E); (1.16)for all Borel sets E � 
; here Cap (E) is de�ned byCap (E) = inf�Z
 gp d� : g 2 Lp+(�); T g � �E�: (1.17)This class of measures and its relation to embedding theorems for Sobolevspaces and spectral properties of the Schr�odinger operator were studied inthe pioneering work of V. Maz'ya in the early 1960's and 1970's (see [M1],[M2], [M3], [AH], and the literature cited there).In the case of Riesz potentials T = I� on Rn and d� = dx it is known([M3], [AH], [VW1]) that conditions (1.12){(1.14) and (1.16) are equiva-lent to one another, and are strictly stronger than (1.11) and (1.15), whichcoincide with Frostman's conditionjBr(x)j! � C rn��pfor all Euclidean balls Br(x) of radius r. (Note that Cap (Br(x)) =C(n; p; �) rn��p in this case.)These facts are generalized to integral operators with quasi-metric ker-nels and any measure � under the following sharp restriction [KV] (see alsoTheorem 9 below). Suppose that for some constant C and every x 2 
 anda > 0 we haveZ a0 jBr(x)j�r2 dr � Caq�1 Z 1a jBr(x)j�r1+q dr <1: (1.18)Roughly speaking this condition implies that the behavior of the kernel atin�nity dominates the behavior locally, which eliminates the need to use thein�nitesimal inequality.Theorem 5. Let 1 < q < 1, and let �, ! be �-�nite measures on 
. LetK be a quasi-metric kernel on 
 such that (1.18) holds. Then the followingstatements are equivalent.(1) ! satis�es the weighted norm inequality (1.12).(2) ! satis�es the capacitary condition (1.16) for all Borel sets E, or, equiv-alently, the weak-type inequality (1.13) holds.



232 Igor E. Verbitsky(3) ! satis�es the testing condition (1.14).(4) f = K! 2 Z.(5) There is a constant C so that T (f)q � C f:Remark 6. The quantity on the right-hand side of (1.18) also appears inthe following two-sided estimate for the capacity of a ball B = Ba(x):Cap (B) � �Z 1a jBr(x)j�r1+q dr��p=q ;which is established in [KV] for a wide class of kernels K and arbitraryunderlying measure �. For Riesz potentials and � 2 A1 this estimate is dueto D. Adams (see [AH]).Remark 7. Hypothesis (1.18) of Theorem 5 can be replaced by the as-sumption that for some C and every x 2 
, a > 0 both of the followingconditions hold: Z 2a0 jBr(x)j�r2 dt � C Z a0 jBt(x)j�r2 dr (1.19)and supy2Ba(x) Z a0 jBr(y)j�r2 dr � C Z a0 jBr(x)j�r2 dr: (1.20)Conditions (1.19) and (1.20) essentially are assumptions that measure � isclose to being invariant for the kernel K.We next outline connections of the general theory sketched above andsome classes of superlinear di�erential equations. We start our discussionwith the following �rst order ordinary di�erential equation:y0(x) = v(x) yq(x) + w(x); 0 < x < a; y(0) = 0; (1.21)where y, v and w are nonnegative locally integrable functions in (0; a),0 < a � 1, and 1 < q < 1. This equation is equivalent to the nonlinearintegral equationy(x) = Z x0 yq(t) d�(t) + f(x); 0 < x < a; (1.22)



Superlinear equations, potential theory 233where f(x) = R x0 d!(t). Here d�(t) = v(t) dt and d! = w(t) dt. We canrewrite (1.22) in the form y = T (yq) + f , whereTg(x) = Z x0 g(t) d�(t)is a weighted Hardy's operator. The kernel of this integral operator is notsymmetric, and the formal adjoint T � is de�ned byT �h(x) = Z ax h(t) d�(t):The following theorem characterizing the solvability of (1.21) is essentiallyknown (cf. [Hi], [Har], [To], [G], and the literature cited there). A simpleproof along the lines presented above can be found in [Im].Theorem 6. Let 1 < q <1, and let v, w be nonnegative locally integrablefunctions on (0; a). Let f(x) = R x0 w(t) dt. Then the following statementsare equivalent.(1) For some " > 0 there is a nonnegative solution (in a weak sense) of theequationy0(x) = v(x) yq(x) + "w(x); 0 < x < a; y(0) = 0:(2) There is a constant C independent of 0 < x < a such that the inequalityZ x0 �Z t0 w(�) d��q v(t) dt � C Z x0 w(t) dt <1holds.(3) The weighted norm inequality for T �,Z a0 ����Z ax h(t) v(t) dt����p w(t) dt � C Z a0 jh(t)jp v(t) dt;holds, where 1=p+ 1=q = 1, and C is independent of h 2 Lp(v).(4) There is a constant C independent of 0 < x < a such that�Z ax v(t) dt�1=q �Z x0 w(t) dt�1=p � C <1:



234 Igor E. VerbitskyIt is easy to see that Theorem 6 remains true with obvious modi�cationsin the case where both v and w are replaced by measures � and ! on (0; a).We now discuss more di�cult multidimensional problems. Our goal isto characterize the problem of the existence of positive solutions for thesuperlinear Dirichlet problem(��u = v(x)uq + w(x); u � 0 on 
;u = 0 on @
; (1.23)on a regular domain 
 � Rn for q > 1; here we assume that v; w 2 L1loc(
)are arbitrary nonnegative functions. We denote by G = G�;
 the Greenfunction of the Laplacian � on 
, and by Gu the Green potentialGu(x) = Z
 G(x; y)u(y) dy; x 2 
:The solvability of (1.23) is understood in the sense that u � 0 satis�es thecorresponding nonlinear integral equationu = G (v uq) +Gw a.e. on 
: (1.24)(More general problems with uniformly elliptic di�erential operators L inplace of the Laplacian, nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, and measures� and ! as coe�cients and data, are considered in [KV].) It follows fromRemark 2 that (1.24) is solvable ifG[v(Gw)q ] � C Gw;where C = q�1p1�q .To show that this condition with another constant C is also necessary,we have to do some additional work, since the general results stated aboveare not applicable directly to (1.24). The problem is that the Green functionG(x; y) fails to satisfy the quasi-metric assumption1G(x; y) � C � 1G(x; z) + 1G(y; z)�even for the simplest domains 
, e.g. the Euclidean ball or the half-space.(Note that there is an error in the proof of this inequality in [Bas], Theorem3.6.) A weaker version, the so-called \3G-inequality" [ChZh]G(x; y)G(y; z)G(x; z) � C (jx� yj2�n + jy � zj2�n);



Superlinear equations, potential theory 235is not sharp enough at the boundary of 
 for our purposes.However, the situation can be �xed by means of a modi�ed kernel(introduced in a di�erent form by Linda Na��m [Na] in the theory related toMartin's kernels) which is de�ned byK(x; y) = G(x; y)�(x)�(y) ; (1.25)where �(x) = d(x; @
) is the distance to the boundary. For boundedC1;1 domains in Rn , n � 3, it follows that the Na��m kernel K(x; y) doessatisfy the quasi-metric inequality1K(x; y) � � � 1K(x; z) + 1K(y; z)� ;which is stronger than the 3G-inequality mentioned above. This quasi-metricproperty can be derived from the following two-sided estimate of G(x; y):G(x; y) � �(x) �(y)jx� yjn�2 [jx � yj2 + �(x)2 + �(y)2] : (1.26)The preceding estimate follows from the known results of [Wi] and [Zh]. (Wehave recently learned that the quasi-metric inequality for K(x; y) statedabove was in a di�erent but equivalent form found earlier in [Se]. Detailsand additional references can be found in [KV].)To pass from the Green kernel G to its modi�ed version K, we use thetransformation ~u = ��1u, and set F = ��1Gw, d�(y) = �1�q v(y) dy. Thenthe original integral equation (1.24) is obviously restated in the equivalentform ~u = T (~uq) + F; (1.27)where Th(y) = Z
K(x; y)h(y) d�(y);and K(x; y) is the Na��m kernel de�ned by (1.25). Note that the inhomoge-neous term F has a special formF (x) = �(x)�1Gw(x) = Z
K(x; y) d!;



236 Igor E. Verbitskywhere d! = �(y)w(y) dy. Then Theorem 5 (see also Remark 2) gives neces-sary and su�cient conditions for the solvability of (1.27):T (F q) � C F; (1.28)with C = q�1p1�q in the su�ciency part and C = C(�; q) for the necessity,where � is the quasi-metric constant of K. It remains to notice that when(1.28) is translated back from K to G by using (1.25) and the relationsu = �~u, Gw = �F , d�(y) = �1�q v(y) dy, it gives the same conditionG[v(Gw)q ] � C Gw: (1.29)In other words, (1.29) is invariant under this transformation from G to thequasi-metric kernel K.Since estimate (1.26) is true for the Green function GL;
 of any uni-formly elliptic operator L with H�older-continuous coe�cients ([Wi], [Zh]),it follows that the corresponding kernelKL;
(x; y) = GL;
(x; y)�(x)�(y)is also quasi-metric, and hence our theory carries over to a more generalequation (�Lu = v(x)uq + w(x); u � 0 on 
;u = 0 on @
; (1.30)It would be of interest to determine for what other classes of operatorsL the kernel KL;
(x; y), or its modi�cation which involves an appropriatefunction in place of �(x) (cf. [Na]), satis�es the quasi-metric inequality.We sum up the preceding discussion as follows.Theorem 7. Suppose that KL;
 satis�es the quasi-metric condition. Then(1.30) is solvable if and only if (1.29) holds, with the usual gap in the sharpconstants C.Another proof of the necessity of (1.29) in the case of the LaplacianL = � with a constant C = p � 1 was found later by Br�ezis and Cabre[BCa]. It is more direct and does not use weighted norm inequalities. Onthe other hand, it does not involve any geometric interpretations of (1.29),and is not applicable to nonlocal operators.



Superlinear equations, potential theory 237Theorem 7 remains true if both v and w are replaced by locally �nitemeasures � and ! on 
. Then (1.29) should be rewritten asG[(G!)qd�] � C G!: (1.31)For v � 1, i.e., d� = dx, and ! compactly supported in 
, a di�erentcharacterization of the solvability of (1.30) was found earlier by D. Adamsand Pierre [AP] in the following capacitary form:jEj! � C Cap 2;p(E)for all compact sets E � 
. Here Cap 2;p(E) is a capacity associated withthe Sobolev space W 2;p.It is not obvious how to remove the restriction that ! is compactlysupported and obtain a capacitary characterization which is valid up to theboundary. We do this by using the following weighted capacity de�ned byCap (E) = inf �Z
 gp �(x)1�p dx : Gg(x) � �(x)�E(x); g � 0�for any E � 
.Theorem 8. Let ! be an arbitrary positive measure on a bounded domain
 with C1;1 boundary. Then the Dirichlet problem(�Lu = uq + !; u � 0 on 
;u = 0 on @
;has a solution if and only if (with a gap in the best constants) there isa constant C so that ZE �(x) d!(x) � C Cap (E) (1.32)for all compact sets E � 
. Moreover, (1.32) is equivalent to the pointwisecondition G[(G!)q ] � C G!.In the case where ! is compactly supported (1.32) reduces to theAdams-Pierre theorem since the capacity de�ned above is then equivalentto Cap 2;p(E).A similar Dirichlet problem for the multidimensional Riccati's equation(��u = v(x) jrujq + w(x); u � 0 on 
;u = 0 on @
;



238 Igor E. Verbitskywith jruj in place of u is more complicated. Some partial results are ob-tained under the assumption that v is in some Muckenhoupt class. The casewhere v � 1, which is of interest because of its connection to the Schr�odingerequation [HMV], is treated in Sec. 3.We complete this section by giving a characterization of the solvabilityproblem for the nonlocal equation involving Riesz potentials on Rn whichwas mentioned in the introduction:u(x) = ZRn [u(y)]qjx� yjn�� d�(y) + f(x); d�-a.e. (1.33)Here 0 < � < n, u � 0; f � 0, and � is an arbitrary locally �nite measureon Rn . In the case � = 2 this problem is closely related to (1.23) with
 = Rn , n � 3. Note that the Riesz kernel obviously satis�es the quasi-metric assumption (with � = 1 if n� � � 1 and � = �(�; n) if n� � > 1).Using the notation I��(x) = ZRn d�(y)jx� yjn�� ;we rewrite (1.33) in a more concise formu = I�(uq d�) + f; d�-a.e. (1.34)We also consider a similar equationu = I�(uq d�) + "f; d�-a.e. (1.35)for small " > 0. For any E � Rn , we de�ne the corresponding capacity byCap (E) = inf �ZRn gp d� : I�(gd�)(x) � �E(x); g � 0� ;where as usual 1=p+ 1=q = 1. Then the following theorem is an immediateconsequence of Theorems 2, 3, and 5.Theorem 9. Let 1 < q <1 and let 0 < � < n. For a locally �nite measure� on Rn and f 2 L0+(�), we set d! = fq d�. Then the following statementsare true.(1) f 2 Z, i.e., (1.35) has a solution for some " > 0 if and only if theinequality I�[(I�!)q d�] � C I�! <1 d�-a.e. (1.36)



Superlinear equations, potential theory 239holds. Moreover, if (1.36) holds with C = pq(1�q)q�q then (1.34) has a so-lution u such that f + I�(fq d�) � u � f + pq I�(fq d�).(2) f 2 Z if and only if both the weighted norm inequalityjjI�(h d�)jjLp(!) � C jjhjjLp(�); h 2 Lp(�); (1.37)and the in�nitesimal inequalitysupx2Rn; r>0�Z r0 jBt(x)j�tn��+1 dt�1=q �Z 1r jBt(x)j!tn��+1 dt�1=p <1 (1.38)hold, where Br(x) is a Euclidean ball of radius r centered at x.(3) f 2 Z if and only if both the in�nitesimal inequality (1.38) and thetesting inequality ZB [I�(�B d!)]q d� � C jBj! ; (1.39)hold, where B = Br(x) is a Euclidean ball, and C is independent of B.(4) If � satis�es the estimateZ r0 jBt(x)j�tn��+1 dt � C r(n��)(q�1) Z 1r jBt(x)j�t(n��)q+1 dt; (1.40)then (1.36),(1.37),(1.39). Moreover, (1.40) is necessary in order that(1.36),(1.37).(5) Under the assumption (1.40) each of the conditions (1.36), (1.37), and(1.39) is equivalent to the capacitary condition jEj! � C Cap (E) for allcompact sets E � Rn .2 Discrete models and weighted norm inequalitiesLet D be the family of all dyadic cubes on Rn , and let fcQgQ2D be a �xedsequence of nonnegative numbers. We consider the kernelK(x; y) = XQ2D cQ �Q(x)�Q(y); x; y 2 Rn ; (2.1)Note that, for x 6= y, K(x; y) = XQ�Q(x;y) cQ; (2.2)



240 Igor E. Verbitskywhere Q(x; y) is the minimal dyadic cube containing both x and y. To avoidobvious complications, we assume that K(x; y) > 0, i.e., for any dyadiccube P there exists Q � P such that cQ > 0.Also, just for convenience, we will impose the following additional as-sumptions on the sequence fcQg:(i) For any dyadic cube P , XQ�P cQ <1;in other words, K(x; y) <1 if x 6= y.(ii) For any x 2 Rn , Xx2Q cQ =1;i.e. K(x; y) =1 if x = y.Under these assumptions the function �(x; y) de�ned by �(x; y) =1=K(x; y) is a metric on Rn . Moreover, it is easy to see that �(x; y) isan ultra-metric, i.e., �(x; y) satis�es the inequality�(x; y) � max[�(x; z); �(y; z)]: (2.3)Kernels of this type will be called ultra-metric. The corresponding geometryplays an important role in the sequel. In particular, it is easy to see that anyball in this metric is a dyadic cube. For applications to nonlinear equations,it is important that (2.3) makes it possible to estimate sharp constants Cnin the corresponding weighted norm inequalities (1.6).Let � be a locally �nite measure on Rn . The corresponding integraloperator with kernel K(x; y) is de�ned byT �f(x) = Tf(x) =XQ cQ�Q(x) ZQ f d�: (2.4)Theorem 10. Let 1 < q <1. Let f 2 Lq+(�) and let d! = f q d�. Supposethat T is de�ned by (2.4). Then the following statements are equivalent.(1) f 2 Z, i.e., the equation u = T (uq) + "f (2.5)has a solution u 2 L0+(�) for some " > 0.



Superlinear equations, potential theory 241(2) There exists a constant C > 0 such thatT [T (fq)]q(x) � C T (fq)(x) <1 d�-a.e. (2.6)(3) Both the in�nitesimal inequalitysupP2D ess supx2P � XQ�P cQ jQj� �Q(x)�1=q � XQ�P cQ jQj!�1=p <1; (2.7)and the testing inequalityZP� XQ�P cQjQj!�Q�qd� � C jP j! (2.8)hold for all dyadic cubes P .(4) Both the in�nitesimal inequality (2.7) and the weighted norm inequalityjjThjjLp(!) � C jjhjjLp(�); h 2 Lp(�); (2.9)hold.Remarks. 1. The testing inequality (2.8) is equivalent to the weak-typeinequality jjThjjLp;1(!) � C jjhjjLp(�); h 2 Lp(�):The corresponding strong-type inequality (2.9) is characterized by a pair oftesting conditions, namely by (2.8) and its dual,ZP� XQ�P cQjQj��Q�p d! � C jP j� : (2.10)These facts (cf. [VW2], [NTV]) are not used in the proof of Theorem 10below.2. Each of the inequalities (2.6){(2.9) is generally stronger than the followingcondition of Muckenhoupt type:supQ2D cQ jQj1=q� jQj1=p! <1: (2.11)Proof of Theorem 10. We show that (2))(1))(4))(3))(2). Note that theimplication (4))(3) is obvious since the weighted norm inequality (2.9)implies the testing inequality (2.8) by duality. The proof of the remainingimplications is subdivided into the following six steps.



242 Igor E. VerbitskyStep 1. (2))(1).The su�ciency of the pointwise condition (2.6) for the solvability of (2.5)is a consequence of Theorem 2 above. Indeed, suppose that (2.6) holds with" = C= �(qpq�1)q�. Then by lettingun+1 = T (uqn) + "f; u0 = 0;where un(x) � un+1(x), and arguing by induction, we arrive at a solutionu(x) = limn!1 un(x) of (2.5) such that"f + "q T (fq) � u � "f + pq "q T (f q):(See Remark 2 after Theorem 2 above.)Step 2. (Decomposition into \upper" and \lower" parts.)To each dyadic cube P 2 D, we associate the \upper" and \lower" partsof the kernel K(x; y) de�ned respectively byUP (x; y) = XQ�P cQ �Q(x)�Q(y);and VP (x; y) = XQ�P cQ �Q(x)�Q(y); x; y 2 Rn :Obviously, UPh(x) � Th(x); and VPh(x) � Th(x):Proposition 1. Let T be de�ned by (2.4) and let P be a �xed dyadic cubein Rn . Suppose h 2 L0+(�) and Th <1 d�-a.e. Then, for every x 2 P ,Th(x) = UPh(x) + VPh(x)� cP ZP h d�: (2.12)Here UPh(x) = ZRnUP (x; y)h(y) d�(y);



Superlinear equations, potential theory 243and VPh(x) = ZRn VP (x; y)h(y) d�(y)are respectively the \upper" and \lower" part of Th, and cP RP h d� is the\diagonal term".The proof of Proposition 1 is obvious.It is also convenient to de�ne the \upper" and \lower" potentials ofa measure � by settingUP�(x) = ZRnUP (x; y) d�(y) = XQ�P cQ jQj� �Q(x)and VP�(x) = ZRn VP (x; y) d�(y) = XQ�P cQ jQj� �Q(x):Using the notation introduced above, we can rewrite the in�nitesimal con-dition (2.7) in the form:supP2D [UP �(x)]1=q [VP!(x)]1=pL1(�) <1: (2.13)Similarly, the testing inequality (2.8) can be restated asZP [UP!(x)]q d� � C jP j!; (2.14)for all dyadic cubes P .Remark 1. The main advantage of using UP and VP is that UP is a \self-similar" restriction of T to the cube P , while VP is constant on P : Forx 2 P , VP�(x) = XQ�P cQ jQj� �Q(x) = XQ�P cQ jQj�: (2.15)Step 3. (Integration by parts inequality.)Proposition 2. Let T be an operator de�ned by (2.4) and let 1 � p <1.Let h 2 L0+(�). Then [Th(x)]p � p T [h (Th)p�1](x): (2.16)



244 Igor E. VerbitskyProof of Proposition 2. We will use the following elementary inequality:� 1Xk=1 ak�p � p 1Xk=1 ak � 1Xj=k aj�p�1; (2.17)where 1 � p <1, and 0 � ak <1. By (2.17),[Th(x)]p = � XQ2D cQ ZQ h(y) d�(y)�Q(x)�p� p XQ2D cQ ZQ h(y) d�(y)�Q(x) � XP�Q cP ZP h(y) d�(y)�P (x)�p�1= p XQ2D cQ ZQ h(y) d�(y)�Q(x) [VQh(x)]p�1:Now by (2.15), for x and y 2 Q, it follows that VQh(x) = VQh(y) � Th(y):Hence[Th(x)]p � p XQ2D cQ ZQ[Th(y)]p�1 h(y)d�(y)�Q(x) = p T [h (Th)p�1](x):The proof of Proposition 2 is complete.Step 4. (1))(2.9).To prove the necessity of the weighted norm inequality (2.9), we willneed the following proposition.Proposition 3. Let T be an operator de�ned by (2.4) and let T (uq) � ufor some u 2 L0+(�). Then the weighted norm inequalityZ (Th)p uq d� � pp Z hp d� (2.18)holds for every h 2 Lp+(�).



Superlinear equations, potential theory 245Proof of Proposition 3. Suppose h 2 Lp+(�). By using Proposition 2, Fu-bini's theorem and H�older's inequality, we getZ (Th)p uq d� � p Z T [h (Th)p�1]uq d�= p Z h (Th)p�1 Tuq d�� p jjhjjLp(�) �Z (Th)p (Tuq)q d� �1=q� p jjhjjLp(�) �Z (Th)p uq d� �1=q:Hence �Z (Th)p uq d��1=p � p jjhjjLp(�);provided the left-hand side of the preceding inequality is �nite. The lastrestriction is easy to remove by a standard argument, assuming �rst thatfcQg is a �nitely supported sequence (see details in [VW2]).Corollary. Let T be an operator de�ned by (2.4) and suppose that1 < q <1. If the equation u = T (uq) + f has a solution, and d! = f q d�,then jjThjjLp(!) � p jjhjjLp(�) (2.19)for every h 2 Lp+(�).The corollary is immediate from Proposition 3 since u � T (uq)and u � f . To complete the proof of Step 4, note that if the equationu = T (uq) + "f is solvable for some " > 0, then by the Corollary the in-equality jjThjjLp(!) � p"q�1 jjhjjLp(�)holds.Step 5. (1))(2.7).The proof of the necessity of the in�nitesimal inequality (2.7) is basedon the following proposition.Proposition 4. Let T be an operator de�ned by (2.4) and let 1 < q < 1.Suppose that there exists u 2 L0+(�) such that T (uq) � u. Set d! = uq d�.



246 Igor E. VerbitskyThen, for every dyadic cube P and x 2 P , the in�nitesimal inequality holds:[UP �(x)]1=p [VP!(x)]1=q � C <1 d�-a.e. (2.20)where C is a constant which depends only on q. Here UP and VP are the\upper" and \lower" potentials de�ned above.Proof of Proposition 4. Fix a dyadic cube P and x 2 P . As in Sec. 1, it willbe convenient to use the notation Au = T (uq), so that A(�u) = �q Au for� > 0. We also setAPu = UP (uq) and BPu = VP (uq):As was mentioned above, AP is a \self-similar" restriction of A supportedon the cube P , and BP is constant on P . (See (2.15).)Iterating the inequality u � Au, we getu(x) � Au(x) � : : : � Anu(x) � An+1u(x) � : : : :Since APu(x) � Au(x), and BPu(x) = const on P , we have, for x 2 P ,u(x) � An+1u(x) � AnP [BPu](x) � AnP1(x) [BPu(x)]qn : (2.21)Here AnP1(x) = UP [UP : : : (UP1)q : : : ]q(x)is an iterated \upper part" of T applied to h � 1, andUP1(x) = UP �(x) = XQ�P cQ jQj� �Q(x):Since AP is supported on P , it follows that (2.21) actually holds d�-a.e. onRn .We now estimate AnP1(x) from below using Proposition 2 repeatedlywith 1+ q, 1+ q+ q2; : : : ; 1+ q+ q2+ � � �+ qn�1 in place of p. By induction,



Superlinear equations, potential theory 247we get: AP1(x) = UP1(x);A2P1(x) = UP (UP1)q(x) � 11 + q [UP1(x)]1+q ;A3P1(x) = UP (A2P1)q(x) � 1(1 + q)qUP [UP1(x)]q(1+q)� 1(1 + q)q(1 + q + q2) [UP1(x)]1+q+q2 ;: : :An+1P 1(x) = UP (AnP1)q(x) � 1Qnj=1(1 + q + � � �+ qj)qn�j�1� [UP1(x)]1+q+���+qn�1 :Combining these estimates and (2.21), we obtainu(x) � nYj=1(1 + q + q2 + � � �+ qj)�qn�j�1� [UP1(x)]1+q+q2+���+qn�1 [VP (uq)(x)]qn ; d�-a.e.We then raise both sides of the preceding estimate to the power 1=qn:u(x)1=qn � nYj=1(1 + q + q2 + � � �+ qj)�q�j�1� [UP1(x)](1�q�n)=q�1 [VP (uq)(x)]:Letting n!1, we get1 � 1Yj=1(1 + q + q2 + � � �+ qj)�q�j�1 [UP1(x)] 1q�1 [VP (uq)(x)] d�-a.e.Since the in�nite product above converges for every q > 1, and UP1 = UP �,VP (uq) = VP! for d! = uq d�, this estimate yields the in�nitesimal inequal-ity (2.20). The proof of Proposition 4 is complete.To show that (1))(2.7), it remains to notice that if the equationu = T (uq) + "f has a solution, then u � T (uq), and u � "f . Hence



248 Igor E. VerbitskyRQ fq d� � "�q RQ uq d� for every Q 2 D, and by Proposition 4 it followsthat the in�nitesimal inequality (2.7) (with d! = f q d�) holds.Step 6. (3))(2)To show that (2.7)&(2.8))(2.6), we follow the argument used in [VW2]in the case of Riesz potentials. Let d! = fq d�. The pointwise condition(2.6) can be rewritten in the formXP2D cP �P (x) ZP [T!(y)]q d�(y) � C T!(x); (2.22)where T!(x) = XP2D cP jP j! �P (x):Using the decomposition of T! into its \upper" and \lower" parts (Step 2),we have, for y 2 P , T!(y) = UP!(y) + VP!(y):By the testing inequality (2.8),ZP [UP!(y)]q d�(y) � C jP j!;and hence XP2D cP �P (x) ZP [UP!(y)]q d�(y) � C T!(x):It remains to proveXP2D cP �P (x) ZP [VP!(y)]q d�(y) � C T!(x): (2.23)Since, for y 2 P , VP (y) = const = XQ�P cQ jQj!;the preceding inequality is equivalent toXP2D cP jP j� �P (x) � XQ�P cQ jQj!�q � C T!(x): (2.24)



Superlinear equations, potential theory 249From estimate (2.17), as in Step 3, we get� XQ�P cQ jQj!�q � q XQ�P cQ jQj!� XR�Q cR jRj!�q�1:Using this inequality and changing the order of summation, we see that theleft-hand side of (2.24) is bounded from above byq XQ2D cQ jQj! �Q(x)�� XP�Q cP jP j� �P (x)� � XR�Q cR jRj!�q�1�:Since the expression in the curly brackets is uniformly bounded by the in-�nitesimal inequality, this yields estimate (2.24), which completes the proofof Step 6. Thus the proof of Theorem 10 is complete.3 Criteria of solvabilityfor multidimensional Riccati's equationsHere we present our joint work with Kurt Hansson and Vladimir Maz'ya[HMV] on the solvability problem for the multidimensional Riccati equation��u = jrujq + ! on 
; (3.1)where q > 1, and ! is an arbitrary nonnegative measurable function (ormeasure) on a domain 
 � Rn . All solutions are understood in the usualweak sense; i.e., u is a solution of (3.1) if u 2W 1;qloc (
) andZ
 ru � r� dx = Z
 jrujq � dx+ Z
 � d! (3.2)for all test functions � 2 C10 (
). We also consider more general super-linear equations of the type �Lu = f(x; u;ru) + ! where f(x; u;ru) �a(x) jrujq1 + b(x) jujq2 (1 < q1 < 1, 1 < q2 < 1), a and b are boundedpositive functions, and L is a uniformly elliptic operator.In the case 
 = Rn , where our results are more complete, we estab-lish explicit necessary and su�cient conditions for the existence of globalsolutions, together with sharp pointwise estimates of solutions and their gra-dients. For bounded regular domains 
 in Rn , similar results are obtainedfor the Dirichlet problem(��u = jrujq + ! on 
;u = 0 on @
 (3.3)



250 Igor E. Verbitskyin the case q > 2. The case q = 2 is intimately connected, via the substitu-tion v = eu, with the classical problem of the existence of positive solutionsfor the Schr�odinger equation(��v = !v; v > 0 on 
;v = � on @
; (3.4)where � � 1. This problem has been studied in the literature, but mostly forregular enough potentials and bounded solutions. See [ChZh] where (3.4)is studied in detail for ! in Kato's class. Some preliminary results on thesolvability of (3.4) for an arbitrary nonnegative potential ! and boundarydata � � 0 have been obtained very recently (joint work with MichaelFrazier).We start with the following criterion for the existence of global solutionsfor (3.1) on Rn . Recall that the Riesz potential I� of order � (0 < � < n)on Rn is de�ned by I�f(x) = c(n; �) ZRn f(t)jx� tjn�� dt; (3.5)where f 2 L1loc(Rn ) and Rjxj�1 jxj��n jf(x)j dx <1. Similarly, for a locally�nite measure �, the Riesz potential of � is de�ned byI��(x) = c(n; �) ZRn d�(t)jx� tjn�� dt:Note that I�� � +1 unless Rjxj�1 jxj��n d�(x) <1.Theorem 11. Let 1 < q < 1, and let ! be a locally �nite measure on
 = Rn . Then there exist positive constants C1 and C2 which depend onlyon q and n such that the following statements hold.(1) If (3.1) has a solution u 2 W 1;qloc , then I1! <1 a.e. andI1[(I1!)q ](x) � C I1!(x) a.e. (3.6)with C < C1(q; n).(2) Conversely, if I1! < 1 a.e., and (3.6) holds with C < C2(q; n), then(3.1) has a solution u 2W 1;qloc such thatjru(x)j � C I1!(x) a.e. (3.7)(3) If I2! < 1 a.e., and (3.6) holds with C < C2(q; n), then there isa solution u such thatI2!(x) � u(x) � C(q; n) I2!(x): (3.8)



Superlinear equations, potential theory 251Remarks. 1. It follows from Theorem 9 that the pointwise condition (3.6)is equivalent to the capacitary inequalityjEj! � C Cap 1;p(E);for every compact E � Rn , where 1=p + 1=q = 1, and the Riesz capacityCap �;p (0 < � < n) is de�ned byCap �;p(E) = inf fjjf jjpLp : I�f � �E ; f 2 Lp+(Rn )g: (3.9)If � = k is an integer, then this capacity is equivalent to the followingcapacity associated with the homogeneous Sobolev space Lk;p (see [M3]):Cap k;p(E) = inf fjjrkujjpLp : u � �E ; u 2 C10 (Rn )g: (3.90)2. It follows from the previous remark that q = n=(n� 1) is a criticalexponent for the solvability of (3.1) on Rn : If 1 < q � n=(n� 1), thenCap1;p(E) = 0 for all E � Rn (see [AH], Proposition 2.6.1); i.e., (3.1) hasno global solutions on Rn provided ! 6= 0.3. If 1 < q < 2, then condition I2! <1 a.e. is necessary in order that (3.1)be solvable in a weak sense, and hence estimate (3.8) holds. This assertionfails for q � 2 (see examples in [HMV]).Proof of Theorem 11. To prove statement (1), we introduce a natural spaceof solutions of equation (3.1) as the class of u 2W 1;qloc with �nite seminormjjjujjj = sup��RE jrujq dxCap 1;p(E) �1=q : Cap 1;p(E) > 0; E compact�: (3.10)Proposition 5. Let 1 < q < 1 and let 1=p + 1=q = 1. Let ! be a locally�nite measure on 
 = Rn . If (3.1) has a solution u 2 W 1;qloc thenZ jhjp jrujq dx � C Z jrhjp dx (3.11)and Z jhjp d! � C Z jrhjp dx (3.12)for every h 2 C10 , where C is a constant which depends only on p.



252 Igor E. VerbitskyIn particular, it follows from Proposition 5 and Remark 1 that all weaksolutions u satisfy the inequality jjjujjj � C(q; n).Proof of Proposition 5. Without loss of generality we may assume that thetest functions h in both (3.11) and (3.12) are nonnegative (see [M3]). Let ube a solution to (3.1). Then setting � = hp in (3.2), we getZ ��(hp)u dx = Z jrujq hp dx + Z hp d!: (3.13)Rewriting the left-hand side of the preceding equation asZ ru � r(hp) dx = p Z (ru � rh)hp�1 dx;we have p Z (ru � rh)hp�1 dx = Z jrujq hp dx+ Z hp d!: (3.14)By H�older's inequalityZ hp d! � p �Z jrujq hp dx�1=q jjrhjjLp : (3.15)On the other hand, from (3.14) we getZ jrujq hp dx � p Z (ru � rh)hp�1 dx� p jjrhjjLp �Z jrujq hp dx�1=q :Since the right-hand side of the preceding inequality is �nite, we obtainZ jrujq hp dx � pp jjrhjjpLp ; (3.16)which proves (3.11). Combining (3.15) and (3.16) we get (3.12). The proofof Proposition 5 is complete.By the standard properties of the Riesz transforms [St], (3.12) is equiv-alent to the following imbedding theorem for I1,jjI1hjjLp(!) � C jjhjjLp ; h 2 Lp;



Superlinear equations, potential theory 253which by Theorem 9 is characterized by the pointwise condition (3.6). Thiscompletes the proof of statement 1 of the theorem.To avoid some complications at in�nity, we will sketch the proof of state-ment (2) of Theorem 11 only for ! such that I2! < 1 a.e., i.e., under theadditional restriction Rjxj�1 jxj��n d! < 1. If this condition is violated,then a solution u to (3.1) can still be constructed provided (3.6) holds, butin this case u possibly changes sign and has some growth at in�nity (see thegeneral case and examples in [HMV]).Since by our assumption I2! < 1 a.e., it follows that (3.1) is solv-able if there is a (nonnegative) solution to the following integro-di�erentialequation: u = I2(jrujq) + I2!; (3.17)where I2! = (��)�1! is the Newtonian potential of !. Now we constructa solution of (3.17) under the assumption (3.6). We set u0 = I2! anduk+1 = I2(jrukjq) + I2!; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (3.18)Proposition 6. Suppose that uk are de�ned by (3.18). There exists a con-stant 0 < C < 1 which depends only on q and n such that ifI1[(I1!)q ](x) � C I1!(x) <1; (3.19)then the following inequalities hold:jruk(x)j � a I1!(x); (3.20)and jruk+1(x)�ruk(x)j � b ck I1!(x) (3.21)where the constants a, b, and c depend only on q and n.Proof of Proposition 6. We �rst prove (3.20), which is obvious if k = 0. Weshow by induction that jruk(x)j � ak I1!(x): (3.22)It follows from (3.19) thatjruk+1(x)j = jr[I2jruk(x)jq ] +rI2!(x)j � C(n) [I1jruk(x)jq + I1!(x)]:



254 Igor E. VerbitskyBy (3.22) and (3.19),I1jruk(x)jq � I1[ak (I1!)]q = aqk I1(I1!)q � aqk C I1!:Combining these estimates, we getjruk+1(x)j � ak+1 I1!(x); (3.23)where ak+1 = C(n) (aqk C + 1):It is easily seen that for C = C(n; q) small enough it follows thata = limk!1 ak <1. This proves (3.20) with a constant a which dependsonly on n, q.We next prove by induction that (3.21) holds. Note that u1 � u0 =I2 jru0jq, and hencejru1 �ru0j � C(n) I1jru0(x)jq � C(n) aq I1(I1!)q :Then jru1 �ru0j � b0 I1!; (3.24)where b0 = C(n) aq C and C is the constant from (3.19).Similarly, uk+1 � uk = I2[ jrukjq � jruk�1jq ]and hence jruk+1 �rukj � C(n) I1 [ j jrukjq � jruk�1jq j ]:Using the inequality jrq � sq j � q jr � sj max(r; s)q�1 with r = jrukj ands = jruk�1j together with (3.20) we havej jrukjq � jruk�1jq j � q a jruk �ruk�1j (I1!)q�1: (3.25)From this we obtainjruk+1 �rukj � C(n) q a I1 [ jruk �ruk�1j (I1!)q�1 ]: (3.26)Suppose jruk �ruk�1j � bk I1!:



Superlinear equations, potential theory 255Then by (3.26) jruk+1 �rukj � C(n; q) bk I1 (I1!)q:Using (3.19), we see by inductionjruk+1 �rukj � bk+1 I1!;where bk+1 � C(n; q)C bk and C is a constant in (3.19). Thusbk+1 � [C(n; q)C ]k+1 b0;where b0 = C(n) aq C. Choosing C in (3.19) so that c = C(n; q)C < 1, wecomplete the proof of Proposition 6.Proposition 7. Suppose that uk are de�ned by (3.18). Thenjuk+1(x)� uk(x)j � cCk I2!(x); (3.27)where the constants c > 0 and 0 < C < 1 depend only on q and n.Proof of Proposition 7. Applying (3.25) and Proposition 6, we obtainjuk+1(x)� uk(x)j = �� I2[ jrukjq � jruk�1jq ]�� � C I1�� j rukjq � jruk�1jq ��� C I1 �jruk �ruk�1j (I1!)q�1� � cCk I2!(x):The proof of Proposition 7 is complete.We now complete the proof of statements (2) and (3) of Theorem 11.Let u(x) = u0(x) + 1Xk=0[uk+1(x)� uk(x)];where u0 = I2! and uk are de�ned by (3.18). By Proposition 7,juk+1(x)� uk(x)j � cCk I2!(x);where 0 < C < 1. Hence u(x) = limk!1 uk(x) andju(x)j � C I2!(x) a.e. (3.28)Moreover, by Proposition 6,jruk+1(x) �ruk(x)j � bCk I1!(x)



256 Igor E. Verbitskyand hence jru(x)j � C I1!(x): (3.29)By Theorem 9 it follows that ! satis�es the inequality jEj! � C Cap 1;p(E),and a similar estimate is true for d!1(x) = (I1!)q dx:ZE(I1!)q dx � C Cap 1;p(E);for any compact set E (see also [MV]). In particular, it follows from (3.29)that u 2W 1;qloc , andjjjujjj = sup��RE jrujq dxCap 1;p(E) �1=q : Cap 1;p(E) > 0� < C(q; n):Let � 2 C10 be an arbitrary test function. Sinceru(x) = limk!1ruk(x) = ru0(x) + 1Xk=0[ruk+1(x)�ruk(x)]a.e., we haveZ r� � ruk dx! Z r� � ru dx; Z � jrukjq dx! Z � jrujq dxas k !1 by the dominated convergence theorem. By (3.18)Z r� � ruk+1 dx = Z � jrukjq dx+ Z � d!Letting k !1 in the preceding inequality, we obtainZ r� � ru dx = Z � jrujq dx+ Z � d!:Thus u 2 W 1;qloc is a (weak) solution to (3.1), and the estimates (3.7) and(3.8) hold. The proof of Theorem 11 is complete.The following corollary gives new pointwise estimates for positive solu-tions of the Schr�odinger equation��v = !v; v � 0; (3.30)which, as was mentioned above, is equivalent to (3.1) with q = 2 andu = log v.



Superlinear equations, potential theory 257Corollary. Suppose that ! is a locally �nite positive measure on Rn .(1) If (3.30) has a nonnegative (weak ) solution v, then I1! <1 a.e. andI1[(I1!)q ](x) � C1 I1!(x); (3.31)where C1 depends only on n.(2) Conversely, there exists a constant C2 depending only on n such thatif (3.31) holds with C2 in place of C1, then there is a positive solution vto (3.30).Moreover, the following estimates hold:jr log v(x)j � C I1!(x); (3.32)ZE jr log v(x)j2 dx � C Cap 1;2(E) (3.33)for all compact sets E. If in addition I2! <1 a.e., thenI2!(x) � log v � C I2!(x); (3.34)for some C > 0, where all constants depend only on n.Results similar to Theorem 11 hold for more general superlinear inho-mogeneous equations of the type�Lu = f(x; u;ru); (3.35)where f(x; u;ru) � a(x) jrujq1 + b(x) jujq2 +!(x), L is a uniformly ellipticsecond order operator, and q1; q2 > 1.As above, we are interested in sharp solvability results for an arbitrarynonnegative inhomogeneous term ! 6= 0. For simplicity, we consider thesolvability problem on Rn for the equation��u = a jrujq1 + b jujq2 + !; (3.36)with constant coe�cients a > 0, b > 0, and arbitrary measure !. Thesolvability of this equation is understood in a weak sense, i.e., there existsu 2W 1;q1loc \ Lq2loc such thatZ ru � r� dx = Z a jrujq1 � dx+ Z b jujq2 � dx+ Z � d!; (3.37)



258 Igor E. Verbitskyfor all � 2 C10 . One can actually show that, if b 6= 0, there exists a nonneg-ative solution u 2 W 1;q1loc \ Lq2loc, or equivalentlyu = I2(a jrujq1) + I2(b uq2) + I2! + c a.e.; (3.38)where u � 0, c � 0 and I2 = I21 is the Newtonian potential.Theorem 12. Let 1 < qi < 1 and 1=pi + 1=qi = 1, i = 1; 2. Let !be a locally �nite measure on Rn . Then there exist positive constants Cj ,j = 1; : : : ; 6, which depend only on qi and n such that the following state-ments hold.(1) If equation (3.36) with constant coe�cients a; b > 0 has a solutionu 2W 1;q1loc \ Lq2loc, thenI1[(I1!)q1 ](x) � C1a I1!(x) <1 a.e.; (3.39)and I2[(I2!)q2 ](x) � C2b I2!(x) <1 a.e. (3.40)(2) Conversely, if the inequalities (3.39) and (3.40) hold with the constantsC3 and C4 in place of C1 and C2, then (3.36) has a solution u 2W 1;q1loc \Lq2locsuch that the following inequalities hold:jru(x)j � C5 I1!(x); I2!(x) � u(x) � C6 I2!(x) a.e. (3.41)Remarks. 1. It can be shown that any solution u 2W 1;q1loc \ Lq2loc of (3.36)(with constant coe�cients a and b) satis�es the estimatesZE(a jrujq1 + b jujq2) dx+ jEj! � a1�p1 C(q1) cap1;p1(E);ZE(a jrujq1 + b jujq2) dx+ jEj! � b1�p2 C(q2; n) cap2;p2(E);for all compact sets E; here cap�;p(�) is the capacity of order � = 1; 2.In particular, a nontrivial global solution to (3.36) may exist only ifn=(n� 1) < q1 <1 and n=(n� 2) < q2 <1.2. It follows from the known relations between Riesz capacities (see [AH],Theorem 5.5.1) that, for p1 = 2 p2, the inequalitycap1;p1(E) � C cap2;p2(E)



Superlinear equations, potential theory 259holds with a constant C independent of compact sets E � Rn ; in this casethe second term on the right hand side of (3.36) is \dominated" by the�rst one. In all other cases the contributions of the nonlinearities involvingjrujq1 and jujq2 are generally not comparable.In the case of a bounded regular domain 
, we only state the followingtheorem [HMV]. For any compact set E � 
, setCap p;
(E) = inf fjjhjjpW 1;p(
) : h > �E ; h 2 C10 (
)g:Theorem 13. Let 1 < q <1 and 1=p+1=q = 1. Let 
 be a bounded C1;1domain in Rn . Let ! be a locally �nite positive measure on 
. Then thereexist positive constants C1 and C2 which depend only on q, n, and 
 suchthat the following statements hold.(1) If (3.1) has a solution u 2 W 1;qloc (
), then the inequalityjEj! � C Capp;
(E); (3.42)holds for all compact sets E � 
 with a constant C < C1(q; n).(2) If 2 < q < 1 and (3.42) holds with C < C2(q; n;
), then (3.1) hasa solution u with zero boundary values.(3) The solution u whose existence is claimed in (2) satis�es the inequalityjru(x)j � C I1!(x) a.e. on 
; (3.43)with a constant which depends only on q, n, and 
.4 Wol�'s potentials and trace inequalitiesWe consider the trace inequalityjjI�f jjLq(!) � C jjf jjLp(dx); f 2 Lp(Rn ); (4.1)for 1 < p < 1 and 1 < q < 1, where ! is an arbitrary measure on Rn ,and I�f(x) = (��)��=2f = c(�; n) jxj��n �f is the Riesz potential of order0 < � < n. Note that in this section we change our notation and assumethat p and q are generally unrelated to each other; a conjugate exponent top will be denoted by p0, so that 1=p+ 1=p0 = 1.If � = k is an integer, then (4.1) is equivalent to a generalized Sobolevinequality �ZRn ju(x)jq d!(x)�1=q � C �ZRn jrku(x)jp dx�1=p ; (4.10)



260 Igor E. Verbitskyfor u 2 C10 (Rn ). Similar inequalities are of interest for Bessel potentialsJ�f = (1��)��=2f , and in particular for (inhomogeneous) Sobolev spacesW k;p with the norm jjujjWk;p = jjrkujjLp + jjujjLpon the right-hand side of (4.10). As was mentioned above, a systematic studyof these inequalities and their applications was started by V. Maz'ya morethan 30 years ago (see [M3]).The classical case q � p > 1 of this problem is now well understood([AH], [M3], [S3]). In the easier case q > p, an elegant theorem of D. Adamssays that (4.1) holds if and only if the following Frostman condition is valid:jBr(x)j! � C r(n��p)q=pfor all balls Br(x) of radius r. In the diagonal case p = q a complete char-acterization of the class of measures ! such that (4.1) holds can be given interms of Riesz capacities de�ned byCap �;p(E) = inf �ZRn gp dx : g 2 Lp+(Rn ); I�g � �E� (4.2)for a Borel set E � Rn . Then (4.1) holds for p = q (Maz'ya, D. Adams,Dahlberg) if and only if jEj! � C Cap �;p(E)with a constant C which is independent of E. (Another proof of of thisfact which is valid for more general convolution operators was obtained byHansson [H].) An equivalent testing conditionZB [I�(�B d!)]p0 dx � C jBj!;where C is independent of B = Br(x), was found by Sawyer along withits two weight generalization [S3] (see also a new proof in [NTV]). Simplerproofs of these results, as well as similar estimates for Green's potentialsand Poisson integrals (Carleson measure theorems) can be given using theideas discussed above. (Cf. Theorems 5 and 9 above.)The \upper triangle case" q < p is considered to be more di�cult andless studied. The following capacitary characterization of (4.1) is due toMaz'ya and Netrusov [MNe]. (An earlier version of this result can be foundin [M3].) For a measure ! on Rn de�ne the function � by�(t) = inf fCap �;p(F ) : jF j! � tg (4.3)if 0 < t � !(Rn ) and �(t) = +1 if t > !(Rn ).



Superlinear equations, potential theory 261Theorem 14. Let 0 < q < p < 1 and p > 1. Let ! be a locally �nitemeasure on Rn . Then (4.1) holds if and only ifZ 10 � tp�(t)q �1=(p�q) dtt <1: (4.4)There is a non-capacitary characterization [V1] of the inequality (4.1)in the \upper triangle case", but it is very cumbersome. However, for thefractional maximal operator M� (0 < � < n) de�ned byM�f(x) = supr>0 1jBr(x)j1��=n ZBr(x) jf(t)j dt;the corresponding weighted norm inequalityjjM�f jjLq(!) � C jjf jjLp(dx); f 2 Lp(Rn )for 0 < q < p, p > 1, can be characterized by the following condition [V1]:M�p ! = supr>0 jBr(x)j!rn��p 2 Lq=(p�q)(d!): (4.5)In this section we present a new non-capacitary characterization of theembedding (4.1), which is analogous to (4.5) in a sense, established jointlywith Carme Cascante and Joaquin Ortega [COV]. It is given in terms ofWol� potentials [HW] de�ned byW�;p !(x) = Z 10 � jBr(x)j!rn��p �p0�1 drr ;where p0 = p=(p� 1). For �xed � and p, we will also use a brief notationW! in place of W�;p !.Wol�'s potentials were studied by Adams and Meyers, and Hedberg andWol� (see [HW], [AH]), and were used in the proof of Wol�'s inequality,which is equivalent to our characterization of (4.1) in the case q = 1 (seethe discussion below). They play an important role in potential and PDEtheory, and have been used extensively in the recent study of the p-Laplacianand more general quasilinear equations [KiMa], [MaZi].Theorem 15. Let 1 � q < p <1. Let ! be a locally �nite measure on Rn .Then (4.1) holds if and only ifW�;p ! 2 Lq(p�1)=(p�q)(d!): (4.6)Moreover, the embedding constant C in (4.1) is equivalent to the quantityjjW�;p !jj1=p0Lq(p�1)=(p�q)(d!).



262 Igor E. VerbitskyAnalogous embedding theorems for Hardy-Sobolev functions in the unitball of C n , where the complex geometry comes into play, are studied in[COV].Remarks. 1. Theorem 15 remains true in the case 0 < q < 1, which re-quires a di�erent proof; it will be given elsewhere, along with more generalinequalities with two weights, and other related results.2. In the case q = 1 it follows by duality that (4.1) holds if and only if theenergy E(!) is �nite, where E(!) = E�;p(!) is de�ned byE(!) = jjI�!jjp0Lp0 (dx): (4.7)Moreover, it is easily seen that E(!) � Cp0 , where C is the embeddingconstant in (4.1) with q = 1. In other words, Theorem 15 in the case q = 1is equivalent to Th. Wol�'s inequality (see [AH], [HW]):C1 E(!) � ZRnW!(x) d!(x) � C2 E(!); (4.8)where the constants of equivalence depend only on p, �, and n.3. If � � n=p, then W! � +1 and E(!) = +1 for all measures ! (see[AH]). From this it follows that (4.1) holds only if ! = 0 in this case, so onemay assume without loss of generality that 0 < � < n=p.4. An analogue of Theorem 15 for Bessel potentials J� (0 < � < +1) isstated in a similar way with a modi�ed potentialfW!(x) = Z 10 � jBr(x)j!rn��p �p0�1 drr :in place of W!.5. There is a weak-type analogue of Theorem 15 for the inequalityjjI�f jjLq;1(!) � C jjf jjLp(dx)in terms of the weak integrability ofW [COV]:W�;p ! 2 Lq(p�1)=(p�q);1(d!).In the proof of Theorem 15 sketched below it will be more convenient towork with a dyadic version of W also introduced in [HW]. It is de�ned byWd!(x) = XQ2D � jQj!l(Q)n��p �p0�1 �Q(x);



Superlinear equations, potential theory 263where D = fQg is the family of all dyadic cubes Q in Rn , and l(Q) is theside length of Q. Note that (4.8) holds true for Wd! as well.We will also need a \shifted" version of W! de�ned for all t 2 Rn byWd;t!(x) = XQ2Dt � jQj!l(Q)n��p �p0�1 �Q(x); (4.9)where Q now denotes a shifted dyadic cube in the lattice Dt = D + t =fQ0+ tgQ02D. We prove the following version of Theorem 15 which involvesthe \dyadic potentials" de�ned above.Theorem 16. Let 1 � q < p < +1, � > 0, and let ! be a positive Borelmeasure on Rn . Then the following statements are equivalent.(1) Inequality (4.1) holds for all f 2 Lp(dx).(2) ZRnWd!(x)q(p�1)=(p�q) d!(x) < +1:(3) supt2RnZRnWd;t!(x)q(p�1)=(p�q) d!(x) < +1:(4) Condition (4.6) holds.Proof. We �rst prove (4))(1). By duality (4.1) is equivalent to the inequal-ityjjI�(g d!)jjLp0 (dx) = �ZRn�ZRn g(y)jx� yjn�� d!(y)�p0dx�1=p0 � C jjgjjLq0 (d!)for all g 2 Lq0(d!). Without loss of generality we may assume that g � 0.Now by Wol�'s inequality (4.8)jjI�(g d!)jjp0Lp0 (dx) � C ZRnW(g d!)(x) g(x) d!(x):Hence it is enough to show thatZRnW(g d!)(x) g(x) d!(x) � C jjgjjp0Lq0 (d!) (4.10)for all g 2 Lq0(d!), g � 0. Note that obviouslyW(g d!)(x) = Z 10  RBr(x) g d!rn��p !p0�1 drr �M!g(x)p0�1W!(x);



264 Igor E. Verbitskywhere M! g(x) = supr>0 1jBr(x)j! ZBr(x) jg(y)j d!(y)is the centered maximal function of g with respect to !.Hence the above estimate, together with H�older's inequality with expo-nents r = q0=(p0 � 1), r0 = r=(r � 1), givesZRnW(g d!)(x) g(x) d!(x) � ZRnM!g(x)p0�1 g(x)W!(x) d!(x)� �ZRnM!g(x)q0 d!(x)�1=r��ZRn (g(x)W!(x))r0 d!(x)�1=r0 :It is known that M! is bounded in Lq0(d!) (see [Fe]), and this fact togetherwith H�older's inequality with exponent � = q0=r0 > 1 (since q < p) givesthat the above is bounded byC jjgjjp0Lq0 (d!)�ZRnW�p(!)(x)r0�0 d!(x)�1=(r0�0) :Since r0�0 = q(p� 1)=(p� q), it follows that (4.9) holds. The proof of(4))(1) is complete.The same argument with Wd in place of W proves (2))(1). We onlyhave to apply Wol�'s inequality in the formjjI�(g d!)jjp0Lp0 (dx) � C ZRnWd(g d!)(x) g(x) d!(x);and also use the dyadic maximal operatorMd!g(x) = supQ2D;x2Q 1jQj! ZQ jg(y)j d!(y)in place of the centered version M!; it is known that Md! is bounded inLr(d!), r > 1 (see e.g. [S2]).We now prove (1))(2). This could be shown by using the estimatesestablished in [V2] in the framework of discrete Littlewood-Paley spaces.



Superlinear equations, potential theory 265An alternative direct proof of this crucial step may be sketched as follows.By duality (4.1) is equivalent tojjI�(g d!)jjp0Lp0 (dx) � C jjgjjp0Lq0 (d!);for all g 2 Lq0(d!). Let d� = g d!, g � 0. Then by (4.8) with Wd� in placeof W! we havejjI�(g d!)jjp0Lp0 (dx) � C ZRnWd(g d!)(x) g d!(x)= C XQ  RQ g(x) d!(x)jQj1��=n !p0 jQj:Hence XQ  RQ g(x) d!(x)jQj1��=n !p0 jQj � C jjgjjp0Lq0 (d!):Let cQ = � jQj!jQj1��=n�p0 jQj: (4.11)Then the preceding inequality may be rewritten in the formXQ cQ  RQ g(x) d!(x)jQj! !p0 � C jjgjjp0Lq0 (d!):Let g(x) = (Md!�)1=p0(x) = �supx2Q 1jQj! ZQ �(y) d!(y)�1=p0 ;where � 2 L q0p0 (!), � � 0. Then obviously RQ g(x) d!(x)jQj! !p0 � RQ �(x) d!(x)jQj!



266 Igor E. Verbitskyand jjgjjp0Lq0 (d!) � C jj�jjLq0=p0 (d!):Combining these estimates, we getXQ cQ RQ �(x) d!(x)jQj! � C jj�jjLq0=p0 (d!);for any � 2 Lq0=p0(d!). By duality this givesXQ cQjQj! �Q 2 Lq0=(q0�p0)(d!);which is equivalent to RRnWd!(x)q(p�1)=(p�q) d!(x) < +1. We have proved(1),(2).Applying the same argument as above with Dt in place of D, we obtainZRnWd;t!(x)q(p�1)=(p�q) d!(x) � C < +1with a constant C independent of t 2 Rn , i.e. (1),(3).It remains to show (3))(4). To handle the case of a possibly non-doubling ! we use the well-known idea of C. Fe�erman and E.M. Stein[FSt] (see also [S2]) based on the averaging of Dt over the shifts of thedyadic lattice D. For R > 0, setWR!(x) = Z R0 �!(Br(x))rn��p �p0�1 drr :We derive (4) from (3) using the estimateWR!(x) � C R�n Zjtj�cRWd;t!(x) dt: (4.12)where the constants C and c depend only on n.Assuming that (4.12) holds, and applying H�older's inequality with ex-ponent q(p� 1)p� q > 1 together with Fubini's theorem, we haveZRnWR!(x)q(p�1)=(p�q) d!(x)� C R�n Zjtj�cR ZRnWd;t!(x)q(p�1)=(p�q) d!(x) dt � C <1;



Superlinear equations, potential theory 267where C is independent of R. The proof of (4) is then completed by lettingR! +1 and using the monotone convergence theorem.To prove (4.12), we need to modify the argument of Lemma 2 in [S2] asfollows. The maximal functionsM!d f are replaced here by the correspondingpotentials Wd!, with ! playing the role of jf j d!. Then the doubling prop-erty of ! used in [S2] is irrelevant; we just make use of the trivial doublingproperty of Lebesgue measure. (See details in [COV].)References[AH] D.R. Adams and L. I. Hedberg, Function spaces and potential theory.Springer-Verlag, Berlin 1996.[AP] D.R. Adams and M. Pierre, Capacitary strong type estimates in semilin-ear problems. Ann. Inst. Fourier (Grenoble) 41 (1991), 117{135.[Ba] P. Baras, Semilinear problem with convex nonlinearity. In: RecentAdvances in Nonlinear Elliptic and Parabolic Problems. P. B�enilan,M. Chipot, L. C. Evans and M. Pierre (eds.), Pitman Research Notesin Math. Sciences, 208, Longman, Harlow 1989, 202{215.[BaP] P. Baras and M. Pierre, Crit�ere d'existence de solutions positives pour des�equations semi-lin�eaires non monotones. Ann. Inst. H. Poincar�e Anal.Non Lin�eaire 2 (1985), 185{212.[Bas] R. F. Bass, Probabilistic techniques in analysis. Springer-Verlag, Ber-lin 1995.[Bi] G. Birkho�, Lattice theory. Amer. Math. Soc., Amer. Math. Soc. Colloq.Publ., 25, Providence, RI 1979.[BCa] H. Brezis and X. Cabre, Some simple nonlinear PDE's without solutions.Preprint 1997, 1{37.[COV] C. Cascante, J.M. Ortega and I. E. Verbitsky, On imbedding potentialspaces into Lq(d�). To appear in Proc. London Math. Soc.[ChZh] K. L. Chung and Z. Zhao, From Brownian motion to Schr�odinger's equa-tion. Springer-Verlag, Berlin 1995.[FSt] C. Fe�erman and E.M. Stein, Some maximal inequalities. Amer. J. Math.93 (1971) 107{115.[Fe] R. Fe�erman, Strong di�erentiation with respect to measures. Amer. J.Math. 103 (1981), 33{40.[FrJ] M. Frazier and B. Jawerth, A discrete transform and decompositions ofdistribution spaces. J. Funct. Anal. 93 (1990), 34{170.[G] P. Gurka, Generalized Hardy's inequality. �Cas. P�estov�an�� Mat.109 (1984), 194{203.[H] K. Hansson, Imbedding theorems of Sobolev type in potential theory.Math.Scand. 45 (1979), 77{102.[HMV] K. Hansson, V.G. Maz'ya and I. E. Verbitsky, Criteria of solvability formultidimensional Riccati's equations. Ark. Mat. 37 (1999), 87{120.
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